Abstract. The numerical modeling code INF&RNO (INtegrated Fluid & paRticle simulatioN cOde, pronounced "inferno") is presented. INF&RNO is an efficient 2D cylindrical code to model the interaction of a short laser pulse with an underdense plasma. The code is based on an envelope model for the laser while either a PIC or a fluid description can be used for the plasma. The effect of the laser pulse on the plasma is modeled with the time-averaged poderomotive force. These and other features allow for a speedup of 2-4 orders of magnitude compared to standard full PIC simulations while still retaining physical fidelity. The code has been benchmarked against analytical solutions and 3D PIC simulations and here a set of validation tests together with a discussion of the performances are presented.
INTRODUCTION
Detailed and reliable numerical modeling in 3D of a laser-plasma accelerator (LPA) [1, 2] , where a short and intense laser pulse interacts with an underdense plasma over distances ranging from a few millimeters/centimeters (yielding ∼ 0.1/1 GeV electron energy [3] [4] [5] ) up to a meter (expected ∼ 10 GeV electrons [6] ), is a formidably challenging task. A 3D "full" (i.e., where we take into account the fastest time scale represented by the oscillations of the laser field) particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation requires 10 4 − 10 5 CPU hours in today's supercomputers for a millimeterscale plasma and O (10 6 ) CPU hours for a centimeter-scale plasma. Since in general the computational complexity for a fixed accuracy in the results grows more than linearly with the number of time steps, we easily deduce that a simulation of a meter-scale plasma requires tens of millions of CPU hours and so becomes unfeasible with standard simulation tools [7] . However, simulations are required, since the physics involved in the laser-plasma interaction is highly nonlinear and, consequently, analytical solutions are lacking. Numerical modeling plays a central role in helping our understanding of the physics. Two solutions have been proposed to overcome this limitation and allow for the simulation of multi-GeV LPA stages: i. run the full PIC simulation in an optimal boosted Lorentz frame [8] instead of in the laboratory frame; ii. use reduced models. The first option is certainly attractive and strongly pursued by several groups. The advantage of running a simulation in a boosted Lorentz frame relies on the fact that, if backward propagating waves (e.g., Raman backscattering) can be neglected, and this is usually true given the phenomenology of LPAs, then it has been shown [8] that the unbalance between the maximum and minimum physical scales involved in a simulation, which contribute to set the computational complexity of the problem, is not invariant under Lorentz transformation. It turns out that in general the laboratory frame is not the optimal choice to run the simulation while running it in a boosted frame can considerably reduce the scale unbalance, shortening (also by several orders of magnitude) the simulation length. Applications, estimated computational speedups, and limitations of this technique are discussed in [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Codes based on reduced models on the other hand allow for a significant speedup compared to full PIC simulations either because of dimensionality reduction (e.g., 2D cylindrical instead of full 3D cartesian) or because of approximations in the physical description of the system (e.g., quasi-static instead of fully dynamic plasma response, ponderomotive approximation instead of full Lorenz force, etc.). Even if they may lack important elements of the physics (e.g., a quasi-static code can not describe self-injection), their use has been proven to be successful in several relevant scenarios [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
The INF&RNO computational framework, currently under development at LBNL, is a 2D cylindrical (r-z) code that adopts an envelope model for the laser pulse and makes use of the ponderomotive force approximation to describe the interaction of the laser pulse with the plasma. The plasma can be modeled using either a PIC or a fluid description and its response is fully dynamic even though a quasi-static module will be available soon. Both PIC and fluid modalities are integrated in the same computational framework allowing for staged simulations (e.g., PIC-mode for injection and fluid-mode for acceleration). It is also possible to load and track self consistently externally injected bunches. The ultimate goal of the INF&RNO project is obtaining a fast reduced code suitable for modeling the relevant features of a LPA producing ∼ 10 GeV in a meter-scale plasma (e.g., BELLA [6] ) where, for a given problem, it is possible to switch between several physical descriptions/levels of approximations in order to clearly identify in each situation the relevant physics involved. In this paper we provide an overview of the INF&RNO framework (first section) together with a set of validation tests (second section) and a discussion of the performance and the future developments of the code (conclusion and outlook).
THE CODE: NUMERICS AND FEATURES
INF&RNO is a 2D-cylindrical (r-z) code which adopts non-dimensional, "comoving" variables defined as ξ = k p (z − ct) (longitudinal) and ρ = k p r (transverse), where k p = ω p /c, ω p is the plasma frequency corresponding to the chosen reference density n 0 , and c is the speed of light. The time is also rescaled with 1/ω p , that is τ = ω p t. The laser pulse is described using an envelope model [18] . Denoting by a ⊥ = eA ⊥ /mc 2 the normalized vector potential of the laser, the (slowly varying) envelopeâ is defined by a ⊥ =â
where 2π/k 0 is the central laser wavelength, δ = n/n 0 is the (normalized) plasma density and γ fluid is the relativistic factor associated with the local plasma fluid velocity (see below). The fully electromagnetic wakefield is described by the fields E z , E r , B φ normalized to E 0 = mcω p /e, where m and e are respectively mass and charge of the electron. The wakefield evolves according to Ampère-Maxwell laws which read
where ( j r , j z ) are the components of the (normalized) current density. The background plasma can be modeled using either a PIC or a fluid description while for external injected bunches only the PIC description is currently available. Laser-matter coupling is described via the ponderomotive approximation. The evolution equations for the PIC and fluid modalities are
In the PIC part (ξ j , ρ j , u z, j , u r, j ) are the phase-space coordinates (position and normalized momentum) of the j th numerical particle representing one of the characteristics of the Vlasov equation for the plasma. In the fluid part the fields δ and u = (u z , u r ) are the plasma density and momentum. The two modalities are integrated in the same computational framework, enabling an easy switch from one description to the other (combined simulations). A 1D "full" fluid version of the code is also available.
Concerning numerical aspects, all the fields are discretized into the same 2D mesh (no staggering is adopted). Longitudinal derivatives are computed using a second-order finite difference upwind scheme [19] :
, where f i, j is the field value at the (i, j) node and ∆ ξ the longitudinal cell size. Radial derivatives are computed using a standard centered second-order accurate scheme. The possibility to adopt a nonuniform radial grid (stretched radial grid) is currently under testing. No singularity exists at the r = 0 boundary, and from symmetry properties we have ∂ ρ E z | ρ=0 = E r | ρ=0 = B φ | ρ=0 = 0 and lim ρ→0 B φ /ρ = ∂ B φ /∂ ρ| ρ=0 . Second and fourth order Runge-Kutta integrators (RK2/RK4) are available for field evolution while plasma particles and externally injected bunches can be pushed with either RK4 or the standard Boris pusher [7] . The implementation of an implicit integration scheme is underway and is related to the inclusion of a quasi-static module for the wakefied and the plasma. Concerning force interpolation and charge/current deposition, both linear and quadratic shape functions have been implemented. Compact low-pass filters [20] are available for current and field smoothing. The user has large freedom 
FIGURE 1. Left: particle splitting procedure for a "heavy" particle (the blue one) approaching the r = 0 axis. Right: longitudinal wakefield with and without splitting. Black: without splitting, 50 particles/cell and linear shape function. Red: without splitting, 50 particles/cell and quadratic shape function. Blue: with splitting (4 fragments), 9 particles/cell and quadratic shape function. 
Left: black plots are the laser envelope profile at ω p t = 0 and ω p t = 1500, the red/blue plots are the real/imaginary part ofâ at ω p t = 1500. Right: laser energy evolution deep into depletion as a function of the longitudinal resolution in the envelope (colored plots). The black plot is a full fluid simulation (no envelope approximation) at very high resolution (180 points/λ laser ) and can be considered an "exact" result.
in loading numerical particles over the computational domain (the numerical particle distribution is controlled by a simple user-defined routine) and this freedom can be used to selectively provide a better sampling of the plasma phase space distribution within the dynamically interesting zones without greatly increasing the overall number of simulated particles. Because of the cylindrical symmetry, particles loaded at large radii carry generally more charge than particles loaded on-axis. If/when these "heavy" particles approach the r = 0 axis, they may induce "spikes" in density and currents increasing the noise level in the fields. In INF&RNO, to partially compensate this detrimental effect, particles with high charge approaching the axis are split into smaller fragments (see Fig. 1 (left) ). The method is simple but quite effective as can be seen in Fig. 1 (right) . Drawbacks of this approach are a small violation of the local charge/energy conservation and a local heating of the plasma while total charge and momentum are conserved. We end this section with a comment on the validity of the envelope description when the laser is strongly depleted. Within the envelope approximation there is no need, in principle, to resolve the laser wavelength since the envelope length (L env ) is the smallest relevant scale as far as the pulse is concerned. However, during nonlinear laser evolution (redshifting, depletion) structures smaller than L env arise (see Fig. 2 (left) ) and the mesh resolution must be high enough to capture them. Fig. 2 (right) shows the evolution, deep into depletion, of the laser energy computed using the envelope model at various longitudinal resolutions (see figure caption for details). As long as the resolution is high enough, the envelope model correctly reproduces the physics still ensuring an effective speed-up (larger than ∼ 2) compared to a "full" description of the laser. The computational savings from implementation of the envelope model will be reduced if modeling deep into depletion is required.
VALIDATION TESTS AND BENCHMARKS
Test 1. We consider the diffraction in vacuum (up to 10 Rayleigh lengths) of a tightly focused Gaussian pulse (k 0 w 0 = 20, k 0 L = 40, where w 0 and L are respectively the pulse waist and length): the goal is to test the accuracy of the laser envelope solver. In Fig. 3 (left) we show the evolution of the laser vector potential, a(z)/a(z = 0), as a Left: vacuum diffraction of a focused laser pulse (see subsection "Test 1" for details). Center: time reversibility test for the vacuum diffracting pulse changing the resolution (see subsection "Test 1"). Right: mismatch oscillations of a low intensity pulse in a plasma channel (see subsection "Test 2" for details). function of the propagation distance: the black curve is the analytic calculation, while the red and blue symbols are simulation results with two different resolutions (see figure) . Time integration is performed with RK2. Simulations, even at low resolution, agree with theory. We also checked time reversibility of the simulation. After the forward propagation we evolved back in time the pulse measuring the error in recovering the initial condition. Denoting byâ i, j the (discretized) initial condition and byâ ′ i, j the recovered one, the reversibility error can be quantified according to
. Results are shown in Fig. 3 (center) where we plot ε 1 , ε 2 as a function of the resolution quantified by w 0 /∆r (we assumed ∆ξ = ∆r and ∆t/∆ξ = 0.24); a third order convergence is observed. Test 2. The accuracy of the laser-plasma coupling has been checked by considering the evolution of a low intensity Gaussian pulse (a 0 = 0.05, k p L = 2, k p w 0 = 2.5) in a plasma channel (k 0 /k p = 20, ∆n = ∆n c ). The pulse is slightly mismatched (∼ 5%) so we expect amplitude oscillations in the range [0.05, 0.055125] with a period of ω p T osc = πk p Z Rayleigh = 196.3. Simulation results showing the time evolution of a 0 are plot in Fig. 3 (right) . The measured oscillation period is 196.6, in good agreement with the theoretical value. The damping of the oscillations, discussed in [21] , is due to the fact that the (short) laser pulse is not monochromatic. Each chromatic component of the beam is characterized by a different oscillation frequency and the decoherence between these modes damps out the intensity oscillations. We can eliminate short pulse effects in the simulation removing the mixed derivative ∂ 2 ξ ,τ in the equation for the envelope evolution (1). Simulation results in this case (black dashed line in Fig. 3 (right) ) show no damping and very good agreement with theory.
Test 3. We compare the longitudinal wakefield (E z ) obtained using INF&RNO with 1D analytical theory and with other codes (VORPAL [22] , OSIRIS [23] ) in the nonlinear regime. In Fig. 4 (left) we plot the on-axis lineout of E z generated by a broad Gaussian laser pulse with Test 5. In the last test presented we compare a full LPA simulation performed with the 3D-PIC code ALaDyn [25, 26] with a run performed with INF&RNO. Details on the 3D ALaDyn simulation are discussed in [27] : a (Gaussian) laser pulse (a 0 = 5, τ fwhm = 30 fs, w 0 = 16 µm) interacts with a 4 mm gas-jet (plasma density 3 · 10 18 e/cm 3 ). The numerical parameters for the INF&RNO simulation are: k p ∆ξ = 1/30, k p ∆r = 1/20, ∆t/∆ξ = 0.25, 6 particles/cell with particle splitting to reduce on-axis noise and quadratic shape function. Results are presented in Fig. 6 where we compare the snapshots of the electron density at two different times for the two codes, the lineout of the accelerating field and the longitudinal phase space near the end of the simulation. The agreement is very good. The two codes capture basically the same physics (nonlinear evolution of the laser field, excitation of a bubble-like wake and injection) with the advantage that INF&RNO is more than 150 times faster compared to the 3D run.
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We have presented the INF&RNO computational framework, a 2D cylindrical, envelope, ponderomotive, PIC/fluid simulation code. The code has been widely tested and some of the benchmarks have been discussed in this paper. The plan for improving/upgrading the code foresees parallelization, enforcement of exact charge conservation, implementation of a quasi-static module and introduction of a boosted Lorentz frame modeling capability. Several performance profiling tests confirm a speed-up of several orders of magnitude (∼ 2-4 depending on the particular problem) compared to standard simulation tools. In particular, in the fluid modality, the CPU time required for one time step has been measured to be ∼ 0.6 µs/(grid point). In this case, assuming reasonable resolution (k p ∆ξ ∼ 1/50, k p ∆r ∼ 1/8, ω p ∆t ∼ k p ∆ξ /4) and computational domain size (k p L z ∼ k p L r ∼ 20 − 30), a LPA interaction over a meter-scale plasma (e.g., BELLA) will take less than 500 CPU hours, making feasible this kind of runs in a few days on small machines.
